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Amendment in the guidelines for engagement of retired Doctors & Paramedical
Staff on temporary contract basis to combat COVID-I9

The Competent Authority of CIL has approved the following amendment in the guidelines for
engagement of retired Doctors & Paramedical Staff on temporary contract basis to combat
COVID-19 for implementation with immediate effect:

cl.

Existing provision

2'd
para

The guidelines will be The guidelines will
effective for a period of

Amended provision
be effective

till December,2020

three months only.
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(i)

The contract period
should not be for more
than two months and can

be

extendable

for

a

maximum period of one
more month.

The contract period should not be for more than two months and
can be extendable for a maximum period of one more month.

On expirT of the contract period, based on the requirements,
the retired Doctors & Paramedical staff may be re-engaged
as per the guidelines for specific period as per the need ofthe
concerned CIL/ Subsidiary Company.

This is for information and compliance by all concerned
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r. D(Ty D (P&rRy D (Fy D(M), CrL
2. CMD, BCCL/ CCL/ CMPDIL/ ECL/ MCL/ NCL/ SECL/ WCL
3. CVO, CIL
4. D(P), BCCL/ CCLIECLI MCL/ NCL/ SECL/ WCL
5. D(T/ES), CMPDTL
6. CVO, BCCL/CCLICMPDIL/ ECLIMCLINCL/ SECL/ WCL
7. GM/TS to Chairman, CIL
8. GM(P/EEy(F), CrL
9. CMS, CIL
IO. GM, NEC
I l. Dy.GM (System), CIL - with a request to please upload the same in CIL website for information
concemed.

and compliance by all

